! ! 7! students!learn!to!engage!in!scientific!argumentation!through!mathematical! modeling!and!analysis!of!realQworld!data!collected!from!a!traffic!intersection.!In! Part!2,!students!engage!in!critical!reading!in!order!to!participate!in! argumentative!writing!by!using!evidence!to!defend!a!formal!position!on!the!use! of!traffic!cameras.! My!inspiration!for!this!investigation!is!situated!in!my!experiences!as!a!high! school!physics!teacher.!The!class!went!out!to!the!heavily!trafficked!road!in!front! of!the!school!and!used!meter!sticks!and!stopwatches!to!measure!the!speed!of! passing!cars.!The!speed!limit!on!the!road!was!a!brisk!40!miles!per!hour!unless! the!yellow!school!zone!lights!blinked!the!warning!that!passing!cars!needed!to! reduce!their!speed!to!25!miles!per!hour.!We!recorded!some!cars!racing!through! at!speeds!exceeding!the!limit!while!others;!perhaps!confused!by!the!presence!of! the!students!along!the!sidewalk,!slowed!down!to!the!lower!limit.! Independent!of!our!observations,!civic!leaders!recognized!that!excessive! speeding!and!red!light!violations!were!evident!along!several!roads!in!the! community.!The!city!council!responded!by!voting!to!install!speed!or!redQlight! cameras!at!four!key!locations.!Video!and!radar!data!from!the!surveillance! cameras!were!used!by!law!enforcement!to!issue!traffic!tickets!to!violators.! Opposition!grew!quickly,!and!segments!of!the!community!passionately! organized!to!protest.!The!heated!and!polarized!debates!surrounding!the!traffic! cameras!suffered!from!a!lack!of!information!and!research.!Opinions,!rather!than! evidence,!dominated!the!conversation.!I!realized!that!this!situation!was!a!good! opportunity!to!empower!my!students!lead!an!evidenceQbased!conversation! using!the!principles!of!physics.!! I!designed!a!unit!in!which!students!(1)!developed!and!applied!mathematical! models!to!traffic!intersections!in!their!neighborhoods!and!(2)!used! argumentative!processes!to!state!an!evidenceQbased!recommendation!on!the! use!of!cameras!at!traffic!intersections.!This!article!focuses!on!the!first!half!of!this! unit:!mathematical!modeling!and!its!application!to!the!students'!communities.!A! second!article!in!an!upcoming!issue!will!outline!my!approach!to!integrating! argumentative!writing!into!the!physics!classroom. Explain 'how'you'make'the'decision'whether'to'stop'or'continue'through'a' traffic'intersection'when'the'signal'light'turns'yellow.' During!the!whole!class!conversation!that!follows,!students!identify!three! reactions!to!the!changing!light:!slow!to!a!stop,!continue!traveling!at!the!current! rate!of!speed,!or!speed!up.!
The!driver!has!to!first!recognize!the!light!is!yellow!and!then!make!a!decision! about!whether!to!stop!or!to!proceed.!I!ask!students:! Estimate'how 'much'time'it'takes'to'make'the'decision'to'stop,'continue,'or' speed'up'and'label'this'the'decision'time'(td) .' Identify'any'constant'and'changing'motion'along'the'path'of'a'car'in'the'GO' Zone.'Then'repeat'for'a'car'in'the'STOP'Zone.'Add'arrows'to'your'drawing'of' the'intersection'to'create'a'motion'map .' ! Assume!the!car!in!the!GO!Zone!travels!at!a!constant!rate!of!motion!all!the!way! through!the!intersection.!Assume!the!driver!in!the!STOP!Zone!maintains!a! constant!rate!of!motion!while!reacting!and!once!the!brakes!are!applied,!the!car! experiences!a!changing!rate!of!motion,!slowing!to!a!stop! ! As!I!circulate!among!the!groups!I!encourage!them!to!play!with!the!physical! model!(car!and!drawing).!After!this!segment!of!guided!play,!students!should!be! thinking!in!terms!of!constant!and!changing!velocities.!I!challenge!my!students!to! use!the!variables!identified!in!the!engage!phase!of!the!lesson!to!derive! mathematical!equations!to!determine!the!boundaries!of!the!GO!Zone!and!the! STOP!Zone.!The!simplest!solutions!to!this!challenge!are!provided!in!detail!in! Appendix'A!and!Appendix'B.! ! Once!students!have!grappled!with!deriving!an!equation!that!works,!I!provide!a! sample!set!of!data!to!each!group!and!ask!them!to!calculate!the!boundaries!of!the! GO!and!STOP!Zones!and!use!graph!paper!to!make!a!scaled!drawing!of!each.! Groups!must!decide!whether!the!fictional!intersection!is!safe!for!drivers!and! write!a!short!explanation!of!how!they!came!to!that!decision.! * * Explain*(30*minutes)* ! Each!group!makes!a!short!presentation!to!the!class,!sharing!their!drawings,! explaining!how!they!derived!their!equations,!and!discussing!the!safety!of!the! traffic!intersection.!As!the!students!share!their!ideas!about!whether!or!not!a! traffic!intersection!is!safe,!a!pattern!emerges!from!the!given!data.!The!provided! data!sets!were!set!up!so!that!the!GO!and!STOP!zones!overlap!for!some! intersections!and!have!gaps!between!them!in!others.!Traffic!engineers!refer!to! these!as!Dilemma!Zones!and/or!Overlap!zones! (Gazis!et!al.,!1960 'intersection'in'our'neighborhood'during'a' yellow'light'determine'the'extent'to'which'it'is'safe'for'pedestrians' and'can'foster'safe'and'law0abiding'decision0making 'by'drivers.'' ! I!regroup!the!students,!as!best!I!can,!so!they!are!with!other!students!in!or!near! their!neighborhood.!Their!assignment!is!to!be!completed!outside!of!class!as! students!investigate!traffic!intersections!near!their!homes.!Students!are!given! strict!instructions!to!choose!a!traffic!intersection!(1)!with!a!speed!limit!of!35! mph!or!less!and!(2)!wellQmarked!crosswalks.!Before!data!collection,!students! must!decide!how!they!will!measure!the!width!of!the!intersection!and!yellow! light!time.!They!must!also!decide!how!they!will!estimate!the!driver's!decision! time.!I!tell!students!to!assume!a!braking!acceleration!of!Q5.0!m/s 2 .! ! Students!are!given!a!few!minutes!in!class!to!talk!about!how!they!could!measure! and!estimate.!If!available,!students!bring!up!a!satellite!image!of!the!interaction! (e.g.!maps.google.com)!to!help!them!to!recall!the!intersection.!The!group!then! reports!to!the!class!how!they!will!measure!and!estimate!their!data!sources.! Once!the!group's!approach!is!presented,!discussed,!and!approved!they!can!begin! the!data!collection!process. 
